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Introduction
Chumba was yanked from the cab by a ravager’s harpoon,
leaving the camper to careen out of control across the
salt flats. More ravagers clawed at the camper’s shell
like roaches feeding on a bloated carcass. Several
had already begun to squeeze through the shattered
Plexiglas windows. Salamander ransacked the
kitchenette for a weapon to fend them off. And there
they were, hanging from hooks just above the range: the
cleaver or the frying pan?

Game Almost in a Jiffy

w

elcome to MonkeyDome, the Imagination
Sweatshop’s “Game in a Jiffy” for JiffyCon and
Free RPG Day. This game was created entirely—
from conception to publication—during the week prior
to the June 6th, 2009, JiffyCon, a gaming convention in
western Massachusetts. Well, almost. The JiffyCon edition
of the game was published with one teeny, tiny omission:
it was missing the Universal Truths chapter. Sleep deprivation
makes you think crazy things and by the end of the project,
we were all like, “Whatever, people don’t need that. We
make perfect sense.”
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The Universal Truth chapter has been reconstructed from
our notes and added to this edition. So the document you’re
reading now was mostly made in the week prior to June 6th,
2009, with the rest of it pieced together from the smoldering
remains during the weeks that followed that apocalypse.
We’d love to hear your thoughts on MonkeyDome. If you
have any questions about how to play, or any comments
on how the game worked when you played it with your
friends, please let us know.
We can be found at: www.imaginationsweatshop.com

Welcome to the
MonkeyDome
MonkeyDome is a schizophrenic game of shifting tones
and harsh lessons in the cruel world of the future.
Civilization has met its end—in fire, with a sigh, by robot
uprising, by plague engineered by man or god or presence
from the stars, what have you. The remains of humankind
is left fighting over the scraps with whatever tools are at
hand—even if that tool is a wiffleball bat.
Together you and your friends will be making Survivors
who are pitted against the crème-de-la-crème of postapocalyptic horrors, cannibals, and marauding hordes for
their space in this ravaged world. Survivors who’ve learned
Chapter 1 Introduction
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harsh lessons and seen the worst life has to offer. Survivors
who do whatever it takes to stay alive. Survivors occasionally
played by Brendan Fraser.
In the world of MonkeyDome life is ruled by Grim Violence
or Zany Action, and either may strike at any moment.
Sometimes you just got to swing that shovel to see if you
can end a man with a sickening crunch, or knock him out
with “Dong!”
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The Game in
Action
A

e

“I am the God of Guns! The King of Carnage! The Overlord
of the Underbelly of What Still Remains! I... am... Bill!”
– Bill

Overview

Y

ou will need a couple of six-sided dice (of
different colors), some scraps of paper, a few
pencils or pens and two to four friends to play
this game. The dice will be your ThunderBones, one
representing the Grim Tone in the game and the other
championing the Zany. Decide now which is which, it really
doesn’t matter.

I call the pretty one!
Fine, whatever, buddy. Once you’ve decided on the dice,
the group will come up with just what sort of apocalypse
rocked your world, and what life looks like now. Don’t fret
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the details now; we’ll walk you through it in the How to
Build Your Own Apocalypse chapter.
One of you will be the Game Blaster; the rest of you,
players. Each of the players will have their own character
Survivor roaming the post-apocalyptic landscape and
reluctantly getting tangled up in adventure and peril. The
player’s Survivors are a ragtag group banded together so
they don’t have to face these hardships alone.

Safety in numbers. Survivors survive together.
Loners die alone.
During the game, the Game Blaster’s job will be to dash
the Survivors against the dangers and entanglements of
this new world. The players take charge of their Survivors
actions and reactions. But all of you are slaves to the
ThunderBones. Before anyone adds anything to the fiction
of the game, they roll the bones to find the tone of their
contribution. If the Grim Die wins, all that you contribute
will be tempered by the stark harshness of life and the
gritty, violent reality that surrounds you. If the Zany Die
wins, violence is slapstick and the action buffoonish.
The game is divided up into scenes. Below is an example
of two consecutive scenes being played out by a Game
Blaster and a group of players.
Chapter 2 The Game In Action
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We’ll be helping out by explaining what’s
happening in the example scenes!
Yes, but for a much more in-depth explanation of how
scenes work and how the game reaches a conclusion, read
the rest of the book.

The Set Up
As the group sits down to create their apocalypse, George
the Game Blaster suggests an old-fashioned global
thermonuclear war that has wiped out most of the world’s
population. Everyone agrees and begins to make their
characters—a small band that has recently emerged from
a fallout shelter after decades of waiting for the radiation
to become tolerable. Mel is playing Karl, a gruff older
motorhead who drives and maintains the car that carries
the group through the wasteland. Tina creates a dim-witted
wall of a man called Smiley. And Brendan decides to play
Junior, a nine-year-old whose only knowledge of the prewar world is a stack of comic books. Their hope is to find
other survivors, an expectation that George is all too happy
to corrupt.
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Scene One
George rolls the ThunderBones, coming up with a 6 and
a 2, in favor of Grim.

The Grim Die is higher which means this is
going to be a grim scene. My favorite.

The Overall Tone is what the GM will use when
he describes what’s happening in the scene.

George
You are driving down a highway through the scorched
remains of the Midwest, when you spot the telltale
signs of a radstorm on the horizon—a giant dust
cloud occasionally illuminated by flashes of purplish
lightning. It is definitely blowing in your direction,
and if you don’t find shelter soon… Well, you don’t
want to be caught out in one of these things. Karl,
with your attention distracted by the distant threat,
you fail to notice a piece of debris on the road.
Suddenly, there is a loud bang as your rear left tire
blows out. The car threatens to spin out of control.

The Game Blaster is putting the players in all
kinds of trouble. That tire blowout is what they
have to deal with right away. That’s what’s called
the Fire. The radstorm is something they’ll
Chapter 2 The Game In Action
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probably have to deal with before the scene is over. That’s
what’s called the Fuel.
George hands the dice to Mel, who opts to roll right away.
He gets a 4 and a 1, in favor of Zany.
Mel got theThunderBones, so his character has to react
to the Fire that the GM introduced. How he reacts is
mostly up to him, with one important exception! If
theThunderBones come up zany, his reaction has to be
zany. If they come up grim, his reaction has to be grim.

Mel
Ok, my eyes widen comically, as I shout
“Whooooooooahhh!” I jerk the steering wheel back
and forth sending the car swerving all over the road,
just barely missing the wrecks of other cars as well
as a surprised chipmunk.

George
Do you want to pass the dice to me and end the scene?

Mel
Nope.

Mel had the option to end the scene, but he
decided to keep it going. Now the Game Blaster
is going to throw some more Fire and Fuel into
the scene, and the ThunderBones get passed to
another player and it’s their turn to do what Mel did.
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George
In that case the flat tire comes completely off the
car. As sparks fly from the axle scraping against the
asphalt, the car eventually comes to a screeching halt.

Mel
We grab what little supplies we have from the car
and make our way toward the nearest building.

Mel hands the dice over to Tina at this point, giving the
focus to her character. But she chooses not to roll since
there doesn’t seem to be much of a threat yet

George
As you go to gather your supplies, a blast of purplish
lighting strikes just 20 feet away. The radstorm is
upon you! But even worse: all that swerving has
caused Junior’s seatbelt to lock up. He can’t get out!

Brendan
Help! Somebody help!

Tina decides to roll the dice now. She gets a 5 and a 4, in
favor of Grim.

Tina
I just get out and run for the rest stop, ignoring
Junior’s screams for help.
Chapter 2 The Game In Action
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Brendan
Oh that’s cold!

George
Well she’s being grim! Do you want to pass the
ThunderBones to me and end the scene?

Tina
Actually yeah, I do.

If you have the ThunderBones and you’re done
reacting, you can choose to end the scene like
Tina just did. When you end the scene, it’s up
to the Game Blaster what happens next. Maybe
something good. Maybe something bad.
She hands the dice back to George, ending the scene.

George
Ok. Karl struggles with Junior’s belt but it is not
releasing. So Karl grabs junior by the shoulders
and pulls as hard as he can. Junior comes free but
something snaps and Junior howls in pain. Karl
may have dislocated Junior’s shoulder. Karl manages
to grab a couple of flares, a blanket, a bottle of
water, and a single MRE, and you all make it to an
abandoned convenience store attached to a gas
station just as the first billows of radioactive dust
begin to blow in. Inside, the place looks like it has
been ransacked, understandably. You hustle into
the walk-in freezer, hoping that the steel will protect
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you from the worst of the radiation. That’s when
you notice that the floor in the corner has been
smashed open from beneath…Fade to black.

So that was a scene. Some grim stuff happened.
But some zany stuff happened too. This game
is all about making up a story and watching it
get all fucked up when the ThunderBones tell
you to take it in a different direction. So here’s
another scene. It will work mostly the same way, with a
couple of new rules that me and Zed will explain.

Scene Two
George rolls the dice, coming with two 3s. A tie! This
means the tone of the next scene is the opposite of that
of the last scene.

George
Zany it is. The walk-in freezer is pretty much empty,
except for a single unlabeled tin can. As you were
about to grab it, the radstorm outside shakes the
entire building, and the can rolls off its shelf and
bounces into the dark hole.

Mel
D’oh!

George
Since you are low on supplies, you decide to chase
Chapter 2 The Game In Action
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the runaway can. Using one of the road flares for
light, you descend into the hole. It actually seems
to be part of a series of underground caverns, and
you can hear the can rolling down, down across the
stone. You follow it, occasionally slipping and sliding
on the damp rock. Eventually, you see the can has
stopped. One of you reaches for it, only to notice
that it has stopped at someone’s feet! Slowly, you
bring the light up to see that you are in a cave with
two people, mutants really. One has two heads, and
the other has an arm growing out of his chest. That
third arm is aiming a gun in your direction. “Who
are you?” asks the mutant with two heads. “It doesn’t
matter,” says the other head, “They are trespassing
on our place!” The two heads begin to bicker, while
the three-armed mutant lets out a sharp whistle.
There is a rustling in the caverns beyond, as more
mutants approach. The three-armed mutant levels
his gun at Smiley.

George passes the dice to Brendan.

Brendan
But I’m not the one with the gun pointed at me!

George
Doesn’t matter. What do you do?

Brendan rolls the dice. He gets a 4 and a 2, in favor of Grim.
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Brendan
Of course, the kid has to be grim. Knowing that
mutants are bad news, I pick up a rock from the
cavern floor and chuck it at the three-armed dude.
A sharp rock. I’m hoping to draw blood or break
bones.

George
There is a definite cracking sound, and the mutant
drops the gun from his third hand. However, it goes
off as it hits the ground. The bullet begins to ricochet
off the walls. The sound of the gun ends the twoheaded mutant’s argument with himself, and he
menacingly approaches Junior. “Hey kid!” says one
head. “C’mere!” says the other. Brendan, what do
you want to do with the dice?

Brendan
Someone save me!

He gives the dice to Mel, who rolls. He gets double 5s.
Mel’s character doesn’t do anything, and the tone of the
scene changes.
There is a special rule for when you roll doubles!
Two things happen. First of all, your character
is frozen with indecision. You can’t react! Second,
the overall Tone of the scene changes. This one
has been zany so far but now it’s grim. What a shame!
We were having so much fun!
Chapter 2 The Game In Action
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Mel
I guess I just stand there flabbergasted by the mutants.

George
And the scene becomes Grim. The bullet stops its
crazy ricochet and hits Karl.

Mel
Not killing me, I hope!

George
Not if you don’t want it to.

Mel
Heck, no. I just get hit in the shoulder then.

George
Sounds good to me. You begin bleeding out onto
the rock. Two Heads grabs Junior and lift him off
the floor.

Brendan
I scream in terror.

Mel
Here, you do something now, Tina.

He hands the dice to Tina.
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Tina
Looks like it’s up to me.

She rolls the dice, and gets a 2 and a 1, in favor of Zany.
The wasteland is full of hard lessons. When
your highest roll is lower than a 4, your Game
Blaster is gonna teach you one. After your
reaction, something unpleasant is gonna happen
that will make your character think twice about
the way they reacted.

George
Looks like you are going to have to be taught a
lesson to be less wacky. But tell me what you do
first.

Tina
Smiley has been grinning this whole time. These
men look funny. But when Junior is in trouble, he
tries to smack the one mutant’s two heads together,
hoping to knock him out.

George
Ok, instead of the hollow sound of two coconuts
banging together that you are expecting, there is
hardly any noise at all. The mutant grunts in irritation
and throws Junior against the cave wall. You hear
Chapter 2 The Game In Action
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the kid’s ankle break as he lands.

Brendan
I scream again.

Mel
Yeah, I’m probably shouting in pain too.

Tina
Sounds like the lesson here is “When your friends
are in danger, always go for the kill.”

George
Perfect.

Tina writes down the lesson on a scrap of paper and places
it in the center of the table.

George
Ok, what now? Three Arms has gotten his gun back,
and Two Heads has turned on Smiley. The other
mutants are very close now.

Tina
We aren’t doing so well here. Let’s end this scene.

She hands the dice to George.
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George
You are quickly surrounded by other, more hideous
mutants. They take you hostage. As you are being
dragged through the caves, you hear one of them
mutter through his misshapen mouth, “Let’s take
‘em to the pits and turn ‘em into one of us!” Fade
to black.

The game continues until enough lessons have been learned
and reincorporated back into the story. If his character
survives, each player gets to describe a brief epilogue for
him.
So now do you have an idea of how the game
works? If you don’t that’s ok. The rules are
explained in more detail throughout the rest of
the book. Also there are some rules for starting
your game and some rules for ending your game. But mot
of the game takes place in scenes like the two you just read.

F
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How to Build
Your Own
Apocalypse
O

“The eggheads say it was some seismic bullshit. I tend to
believe my old lady. She says I made the earth move.”
–Crankshaft

“We was fucking at the time.”
–Crankshaft

o you want to set the world on fire. Well, here’s
how it’s done. First thing’s first, you’ve got to
decide how it all ends. Was it the bomb? The flu?
Zombies? An asteroid? Food riots? Aliens? Global climate
change? Libertarian utopia? Roland Emmerich? Or Skynet?
The possibilities are endless. Hell, it’s a miracle we’ve
survived this far. Come up with whatever appeals to you,
and if you’re lost, check the appendix for inspiration.

s
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Example
George, Tina, Brendan and Mel are trying to decide
on what sort of apocalypse they want to take on.
Everyone’s at a loss. Mel doesn’t like the undertones
of Tina’s Book of Revelations style apocalypse. Tina
finds Brendan’s hamster uprising a bit too silly.
Brendan doesn’t like Mel’s Ayn Rand style “all
the selfish people left and for some reason we
can’t survive without them” apocalypse. So
George suggests a good old fashion global
thermonuclear war.

So now we know how the world ends, what does that mean?
As a group, you should answer the following questions.

How Long Has It Been
When did the world end? Months ago? Years ago? A
generation ago? Is it ending right now? The immediacy of
the apocalypse usually matters in two ways: are you currently
dealing with its cause and what do your characters remember
of life before it? Perhaps it’s been generations since the
apocalypse and all you have to remind you of what came
before is sports memorabilia that you’ve mistaken for
religious iconography. Or perhaps the dead have risen and
your entire world has been flipped over since sundown.

Example
The group quickly decides that they don’t want to
deal with the immediate effects of the nuclear war,
Chapter 3 How To Build Your Own APOCALYPSE
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but Mel and Tina want to play Survivors who can
remember what life was like before we threw it all
away. Brendan, however, wants to play a kid who
doesn’t. So they agree that it’s been a little over 8
years since the first bomb went off.

How Many Are Left
What has become of the human race? Are we tribes roaming
in the vast wastelands? Are there cities left or being rebuilt?
You don’t need a precise census. It may help to frame the
question as a matter of frequency. How often do you run
into other survivors? Or as a matter of concentration. When
you do run into survivors, how many of them do you find?
Keep in mind, though, that no matter how sparsely populated
the planet becomes, the odds of you running into other survivors
(and clashing with them) in the game is roughly 100%.

Example
Mel, for some reason, keeps insisting that there
aren’t a lot of people left in the world, but they’re
all hanging out together in either makeshift towns
or bad-ass motorcades. Everyone else acquiesces,
but Tina adds that she’d like to see some mutants.
Like really freaky looking dudes. She likes the freaky
stuff.
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How Much of the
Architecture and
Infrastructure Remains
Are buildings still standing? Can running water still be
found? Is it all gone? What about power generators? Does
everyone have working, albeit ramshackle, cars? Is it unusual
to find an old grocery store with prepackaged food, or do
you eat Spam and canned beans most nights? What remains
of the past?

Example
Tina wants things laying about. The game for her
is all about repurposing and refurbishing old stuff.
Mel agrees and suggests that he’d like to see the
characters running through a lot of structures that
are still standing, if a bit run down.

What's Scarce
What is everyone fighting over? Food? Fuel? Women? Men?
Children? Money? Water? Land? Ammo? Books? Shoes?
Have you tried walking around without shoes,
motherfucker? It ain’t no picnic.

Chapter 3 How To Build Your Own APOCALYPSE
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Example
George is enamored with the idea of shelter being
scarce in the world. There are frequent radstorms
and the Survivors need to find places to hide. Mel
whines a lot about wanting to run around in buildings,
but George assures him that not all buildings offer
protection from radstorms, and those that do are
carefully guarded. By mutants, Tina adds. She really
likes the freaky stuff.

Hope and its Perversion
After you’ve established your world, it’s time to inject it
with a little hope. Together you should find out what there
is to hope for in this dark world of yours. This hope does
not have to be a particular goal of the Survivors. It’s more
like an overarching theme. In fact, many of them may dismiss
the hope as foolish or even actively work against it.
Here are some good examples, just pick something evocative,
roll with it and we’ll get to the meat of it in a moment:
Rebuilding society. Finding comfort in family. Land you
can harvest from again. Someplace untouched by the
apocalypse. Society will have learned its lesson.
Now whatever hope you chose, it’s the Game Blaster’s job
to pervert it. To take the hope and twist it into a threat of
some sort. Such as: A city is rebuilding society, a city of
Nazis. An inbred cult of survivors takes the bonds of
family too far. An orchard of crab apples lures hungry
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survivors into a nest of cannibals. A city that survived the
apocalypse is viciously guarded by its inhabitants. A gang
of teenagers blames adults for the apocalypse and slaying
anyone older than 21.
By perverting the hope, the Game Blaster should create the
main antagonists of the game.

Example
Brendan suggests the hope be about children. The
children are our future or some shit about the
greatest love of all. Tina takes offense to that and
asks what’s love got to do with it. Mel insists that a
post-apocalyptic story about children would be awful,
completely and absolutely awful. So they decide to
keep it simple and make it about finding other
survivors. George easily perverts this into survivors
who want to find them.

F
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A Ragtag
Band of
Survivors
JU 9

“Three things that every survivor needs: Ammunition,
Ammunition, Ammunition.”
- Rock Atansky, wasteland warrior

efore you can begin your journey through the apocalyptic
wastelands, the players need to know a little bit about
who you are and who you are traveling with.

B

First come up with a concept for your Survivor. How have
you survived since the apocalypse? What are you good at?
What are you bad at? If you were alive before the apocalypse,
who were you? Do you still carry any items from those
before-times? If you were not alive before the apocalypse,
do you understand what happened? Does it matter to you?
You don’t need to write any of these answers down in
MonkeyDome. Just keep it in mind and tell your fellow
players and the Game Blaster a little bit about your Survivor.
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Here’s what you should write down:
Your Survivor’s name
An example of a Grim reaction your character might have
An example of a Zany reaction your character might have

The examples are to help you later. MonkeyDome is all
about your character reacting to things in either grim or
zany ways. It’ll make your life easier now if you write down
examples you can reference later. You don’t ever have to use
these reactions during the game. Feel free to write more if
you think of them.

Example
Mel decides his character is Karl. He was a mechanic
before the Apocalypse and has a working car. For
the Grim reaction, Mel writes “Sawed-odd Shotgun.”
Karl has a sawed-off shotgun he’s not afraid to use
in a tight spot. For the Zany reaction, Mel writes
“One Liners,” because Karl sometimes like to make
clever quips when he is in dangerous situations.

Chapter 4 A Ragtag Band of Survivors
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Example
Brendan decides to play Junior. Junior was just a
baby when the apocalypse happened and is still
just a kid now. For the Zany reaction, Brendan writes
“What would Captain Atomic do?”. Brendan often
tries to emulate his favorite comic book super
heroes. For the Grim reaction, Brendan writes, “Draw
Blood”. When Brendan feels threatened, he doesn’t
feel safe till someone is bleeding.

F
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Universal
Truths
Z
“Only one thing is always true in The Wastelands,
everyone you meet is gonna lie to you”
- Buddy Falcon, a guy you just met in The Wastelands

n the next chapter you’ll see just how a scene goes
together, the moment to moment of a MonkeyDome
game. But before we get to that, there are a few
things you should know about and keep in mind.

I

Free Roleplay
Throughout the game, at any given moment, you’re allowed
to roleplay. You can make your character say and do things.
You can have them interact with the world and the world
interact with them. Just keep in mind the player with the
ThunderBones is the focus of the story at the moment
and only by rolling the ThunderBones can you directly
affect the Fire.

Chapter 5 uNIVERSAL TRUTHS
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In general, when your roleplay without the ThunderBones,
you’re task is to react to what the player with the
ThunderBones is doing. This is important, because
sometimes the same action can be Grim or Zany depending
on how those who witnessed it react. So help your fellow
players out and give them the reactions they need to hit
the right note.

Rolling the
ThunderBones
When you roll the ThunderBones, you’re not asking, “Will
I be able to deal with this?” You’re asking, “How will I be
able to deal with this?” It’s a matter of tone, not success
or failure. Certainly the answer the question can be, “I can’t
deal with this.” That’s entirely up to you. The Thunderbones
won’t tell you that. All they do is give you a cue as to the
method you use to deal with the Fire. The rest is up to you.

Death, Dismemberment,
AND Vetoes in the Harsh
World of Tomorrow
What happens to your character is up to you. Absolutely.
Other players may suggest things, and their narration of
a scene may in fact do more than suggest. Hell they might
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even downright imply something is about to or has happened
to your character, but ultimately, you have to decide to let
that happen.
Generally speaking, the game runs smoothest if people are
both willing to let their characters take a beating and are
respectful of other players’ characters. The bigger the
beatdown you get, the more you get smacked around, the
bigger your challenges will seem and the more impressive
you’ll be when you finally overcome them. Remember,
eyepatches make you look badass. And you can’t properly
mount a chainsaw to your arm until you lose your hand.
When it comes down to it, each player has veto power over
anything that is done to their individual character, and the
Game Blaster has veto power over the incidental characters
of the story and the environment. Use said veto power
sparingly, and only when something really messes with your
character concept.
The only time when your veto power doesn’t reign is when
the Game Blaster has the ThunderBones (usually at the
beginning or end of the scene). During these harrowing
moments, you are completely at the Game Blaster’s mercy.
They may beat on you, capture you, strip you naked, kill
your puppy, or whatever. Up to, but not including
permanently removing your character from the story. These
are trying times indeed.
Chapter 5 uNIVERSAL TRUTHS
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Just like everything else about your character, his or her
death is in your hands. If you think they would or should
die because of something happening in the fiction, go for
it. Take a moment, savor your death scene. (This can be
particularly effective if your character has just died as a
result of someone else Learning a Lesson.) If this is near
the end of the game (such as when at least two Lessons
are on the table), then you might just want to sit it out and
watch how the rest of the story wraps up. But if there’s still
life left in the game, it would be nothing to take over one
the background characters and step right back into the game.

F
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The Anatomy
of a Scene
“I have a step by step process for figuring out who gets to
keep this gasoline we found. Step 1 (shoots you in face)”
- Virginia Max

onveniently located at the end of this book is a
flow chart. You should have the book open to
this page throughout your game. The chart is
your best friend. It shows you how the scene unfolds. To
start the game, give the Game Blaster the ThunderBones
and begin at number 1.

C
a

Freeform Roleplay
Always remember, throughout the scene, no matter what
the flow chart says, people are allowed to roleplay. They
can say what their characters are doing, and so forth. The
Game Blaster, too.
Chapter 6 The Anatomy of a Scene
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As long as:
No one vetoes.
You match the Overall Tone of the scene (which is usually
the tone the Game Blaster rolled, unless it has been change
through a tie);
And you don’t extinguish the Fire (that is the job of the
player holding the ThunderBones).

This is important. It is vital. This is how everyone reacts
to the goings-on in the flow chart.

Game Blaster
Begins the Scene
Who rules MonkeyDome? The Game Blaster! Every scene
starts and ends with the Game Blaster. And if that’s you,
congratulations. You’re the alpha and the omega.
And all the responsibility that goes along with that.
When you set up a scene, you can put the Survivors anywhere
and in any situation. They get the chance to react to it
however they want, but the one thing they can’t do is ignore it.
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Your scene is where the action is and it’s where the story’s going.
Whatever you set up, the Survivors are going to have to
react to it. So let’s help you set up something interesting.
First off, roll the ThunderBones to set the Overall Tone
of the scene.
If the Grim Die is highest, anything you add to the scene
will emphasis the gritty, horrific nature of life on the shit
end of history. Your violence should be harsh and give
people pause. You characters should express grim emotions
and the dire situations they’re in.
If the Zany Die is highest the scene will be exciting, zany
and slapstick, in the style of a movie that Brendan Frasier
might star in. Violence is without serious consequences
and your characters’ emotions are not taken seriously.
If the ThunderBones tie, the new scene is the opposite
tone of the previous scene, and if they tie on the first scene
you win! Win the chance to roll again.
Once the dice are rolled, the GM sets the scene by describing
where the players are and what is happening around them.
The key elements of this description are an immediate
threat, called the Fire, and a building tension, called the Fuel.
The Fire is a danger that the Survivors must react to right away.
A man pulling a gun.Vicious dogs attacking. Surrounded by angry
mutants. A small child with a grenade. Trapped in a mineshaft.
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The Fuel is a general danger that can ignite more Fires
throughout the scene. The approaching sound of a
motorcycle gang. Glints from the gunsights as snipers settle
into position. An approaching wildfire. Children gathering,
carrying dolls and automatic weapons. An earth tremor
threatens the collapse of the tunnels.
Once you’ve set the Fuel and the Fire going, toss the
ThunderBones to one of the players and start putting
pressure on them. Make them feel the heat of your Fire.
Only the player with the ThunderBones can fight your Fire.
So if you want the swiftest response, target that player’s Survivor.
To watch someone squirm, target another player’s Survivor.

Example
The Survivors have found an abandoned diner and
think it would be good to use as a shelter from the
storms. George, the Game Blaster, starts the scene
by rolling the ThunderBones. The Zany die rolls a 5
while the Grim die rolls only a 2. So George must
now introduce a Zany scene. He says, “The door to
the kitchen bursts open. Four men with mohawks
and leather jackets emerge. Gangers! The skinniest
ganger starts squeaking excitedly, ‘Boss boss! Look!
People! We should beat em up and take their stuff!’
The boss looks over at him and shouts, ‘Quiet you!
I’m the boss here! I say we should... beat em up
and take their stuff! Mungo get em!’ The largest
ganger charges at Karl while the other gangers arm
themselves with pots and pans and spatulas from
the kitchen”. The charging ganger is the Fire while
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the other gangers arming themselves is the Fuel.
George passes the ThunderBones to Mel (who is
playing Karl). Karl decides not to roll right away so
George continues: “Mungo shouts, ‘Mungo Smash!’
and rears back to punch Karl...”. Before George can
finish, Mel rolls the ThunderBones...

Example
The Survivors have found an abandoned diner and
think it would be good to use as a shelter from the
storms. George, the Game Blaster, starts the scene
by rolling the ThunderBones. The Zany die rolls a
3 while the Grim die rolls a 6. So George must now
introduce a Grim scene. He says, “The door to the
kitchen of the diner bursts open. Four men with
mohawks and leather jackets emerge. Gangers.
One of them has a horribly mutilated face. He eyes
you and says to the others, “We ain’t eaten in 3
days. I think we just found us some food”. While
they draw knives, he draws a .22 pistol and aims
at you, Karl”. The gangers drawing knives are the
Fuel while the ganger drawing the pistol is the Fire.
George passes the ThunderBones to Mel who
immediately rolls them...

Chapter 6 The Anatomy of a Scene
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16

Player Rolls the
ThunderBones to React
The moment you’re ready to have your Survivor react to
the Fire, and not a moment before, roll those damn
ThunderBones. After the roll, you can describe how your
Survivor reacts to and fights the Fire in the scene. The rules
are that your Survivor must do something, it must be in
reaction to the Fire, and whatever they do must have an
affect on the fiction. You cannot just let the Fire happen
to a Survivor. But wait, there’s more! Your choice of action
must adhere to the tone set by the roll.

A

e

The Grim Die is Highest
Your Survivor’s actions must be Grim. Not just graphically
violent, but unpleasant. Something to give pause to a
rational observer. The harshness of the Survivor’s actions
should illustrate just the sort of dire choices made to survive
in this world. Since the grimness of any action is usually measured
by the shock of its audience, the other players and the Game
Blaster can help you out by describing how their Survivors and
other characters react to the horror of your Survivor’s actions.
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Example
In a Zany scene, Karl is being charged by Mungo.
Mel rolls the ThunderBones. The Grim Die rolls a 3
while the Zany die rolls a 2. His reaction to being
charged by Mungo must be Grim. Mel says, “I quickly
draw the sawed-off shotgun that was hidden in my
boot and fire into Mungo’s stomach”. George replies,
“Mungo lets out a howl of pain and clutches his
bloody wound as he falls to the floor”. Mel adds,
“My face remains expressionless as I look up at the
other gangers.”

JU 9
The Zany Die is Highest
Your Survivor’s actions must be zany and fun. Any violence
is slapstick. Buffoonery is encouraged. You shouldn’t have
to worry about actually being funny, the people who write
Brendan Fraser’s movies don’t. Just think to yourself,
WWBFD?
Again, the reaction of the other characters and Survivors
is often vital to getting over the zaniness. So the other folks
should chip in.

Example
In a Grim scene, a cannibalistic ganger is aiming a
.22 at Karl. Mel rolls the ThunderBones. The Grim
Die rolls a 1 and the Zany Die rolls a 3. His reaction
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to this situation must be Zany. Mel says, “Ok, I shout
out, ‘It’s so hard so get a table in this place!’ and
then I kick a table forward at the ganger, knocking
the gun out of his hand. Then I look across the room
and hold up my hand as if summoning a waiter...
‘Check Please!’”

|

If There’s a Tie
Your Survivor is frozen with indecision, caught up in the
horror or insanity of the situation. No reaction for you.
The Fire keeps on burning. And all you can do is pass the
ThunderBones on to another player.
Ties also cause the Overall Tone of the scene (originally
rolled by the Game Blaster when the scene started) to
switch. If the Overall Tone is currently Grim Violence, it
would switch to Zany Action, and vice versa.

Example
In a Grim scene, a cannibalistic ganger is aiming a
.22 at Karl. Mel rolls the ThunderBones. The Grim
Die rolls a 4 and the Zany Die rolls a 4. A tie! Karl
cannot react! Mel describes, “I simply stare at the
gun with my mouth agape.” The scene now changes
tone. Since it was a Grim scene, it is now a Zany
scene.
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YYY

Player Checks for
a Lesson
If your ThunderBones didn’t tie, time to see if your Survivor
learned anything. Check the highest die. If it is less than
4, move to the head of the class, you’re about to learn a
lesson. Your Survivor has reacted in the wrong way. Either
they were too Grim and need to lighten up, or too Zany
have to grow up. Sit tight! Things happened the way you
said they happened, but you’re about to get an unexpected
consequence. Take this party over to section 7.
But if your highest die is 4 or more, mosey on over to
section 8.

O
Game Blaster
Describes the Lesson
As the Game Blaster, you get this opportunity to school
the Survivor. Whatever they just did was inappropriate.
Horribly inappropriate. If they were Zany, they need to
learn to take things more seriously. Their antics got them,
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or someone they cared about, hurt. If they were Grim, they
need to learn to show a little compassion, or at least stop
being so serious. The nature of this lesson is up to you,
but it should be something that would make them reconsider
their actions.
Once you give a Survivor a lesson, their player should sum
it up in a succinct sentence, write that on a scrap of paper,
and throw it in the middle of the table for all the world
to see.

Example
In a Zany scene, Karl was charged by Mungo and
reacted by shooting Mungo in the stomach with a
shotgun. The high roll was less than 4, which means
he is about to learn a lesson, specifically a lesson
in which he realizes he has to lighten up or be more
compassionate. George says, “The skinny ganger
cries out, ‘No!’ and runs over to Mungo’s body. ‘You
didn’t have to shoot him! He was just gonna beat
on you a little. What am I gonna tell his momma?’
Perhaps blasting him with a shotgun was a bit
harsh?” Mel writes down his lesson: “Lethal force
only when necessary”.

Example
In a Grim scene, Karl was about to get shot by a
cannibalistic ganger and reacted by kicking a table
at him and delivering a snappy one liner. The highest
roll was less than 4 which means he is about to
learn a lesson. Specifically a lesson in which he
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realizes he needs to grow up or be more Grim.
George says, “While you are looking away to deliver
your one liner, one of the gangers throws their knife.
It buries itself in your shoulder.” Mel writes down
on his lesson: “No time for jokes!”

A

AH

Keep Going
If you haven’t tied and you’ve reacted to the Fire, there is
a vital decision to be made before the game can continue:
Do you want to end the scene?
It’s always the player’s choice to end the scene, and it’s
always the burden of the player who just rolled the
ThunderBones to make that choice. To end the scene, all
you have to do is hand the ThunderBones back to the Game
Blaster. As you’ll see in section 11, once you surrender the
ThunderBones, the Game Blaster is back in the driver seat.
So make sure you got the scene where you want it. Or get
out before it gets even warmer.
This is the only time you can do this. Once the Game
Blaster continues the scene (see section 9), no one may end
the scene until the ThunderBones are rolled again.
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H

Game Blaster Fuels
That Fire
If the player didn’t give you the ThunderBones after they
rolled, either by choice or because of a tie, it’s time to pour
gas on the Fire. Push the story forward by putting more
pressure on the Survivors. You can heat up your Fire, ignite
your Fuel, or add more. Pile it on. The point is to build
the tension until the current player with the ThunderBones
passes them on. Just keep in mind the Overall Tone of the
scene as you fire all this up.

CF

Passing On the
ThunderBones
After you roll, if you did not pass the ThunderBones to
the GM, you must pass the ThunderBones to another
player. When you do this, and to whom, is entirely up to
you. You may do so immediately, or you can wait until a
dramatic moment. You do not need to pass the ThunderBones
to the player under the most heat.
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Keep in mind that passing the ThunderBones alone doesn’t
end the Game Blaster’s control. The Game Blaster may
freely narrate and pour on pressure until the new player
rolls the ThunderBones.

Example
In a Zany scene, Karl was charged by Mungo and
Karl reacted by shooting Mungo. George asks Mel
if he would like to end the scene by handing over
the ThunderBones. Mel says no. So George proceeds
with the scene, “The skinny ganger, comically armed
with a spatula, looks back at the other gangers and
whispers, ‘For Mungo.’ Most of the other gangers,
armed with pots and pans and wooden spoons,
charge forward. One ganger, however, has found a
pistol in a drawer under the cash register and is
searching the drawer for bullets”. George has added
more Fire (the charging gangers) and more Fuel
(the ganger who found a gun). Mel passes the
ThunderBones to Tina, who may now roll them at
any time. George says, “One of the gangers raises
his pan in the air to clobber Junior” and Tina decides
now is the time to roll...

Example
In a Grim scene, Karl was about to get shot by a
cannibalistic ganger and reacted by kicking a table
at him and delivering a snappy one liner. George
asks Mel if he would like to end the scene by handing
over the ThunderBones. Mel says no. So George
proceeds with the scene, “The ganger who had the
gun looks around. ‘Fuck I lost my gun. Maybe the
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time has come to use this,’ and he pulls out a hand
grenade and stares at it, seemingly entranced by
its destructive power. While he is staring another
one of the gangers calls out, ‘Hey here’s your gun
over here’. That ganger picks up the gun and aims
it at Smiley.” Mel passes the ThunderBones to Tina
who rolls immediately.

Example
In a Grim scene, Karl was about to get shot by a
cannibalistic ganger and failed to react due to a
tied roll of the ThunderBones. Also, because of the
tie, the Overall Tone of the scene changes from
Grim to Zany. George thinks for a moment about
how cannibalistic gangers with guns can be Zany,
and then he figures it out, “The ganger with the gun
says, ‘How about a little entertainment before our
meal? Dance!’ and starts firing shots at the Karl’s
feet.” Mel passes the dice to Tina, who rolls...


Game Blaster
Ends the Scene
If a player gives you the ThunderBones, you and the players
can freeform roleplay the end of rest of the scene bringing
it to a conclusion, keeping in mind the Overall Tone.
Perhaps the Survivors have already overcome all the Fire
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and can now act freely. Perhaps they are going to escape
the Fire. Or perhaps the Fire overcame them and they are
captured! Work it on out. As the Game Blaster with the
ThunderBones, you have the ultimate authority ending the
scene. The Survivors can no longer fight the Fire. If they
haven’t already overcome it, they can only escape or surrender.
Use this time to draw everything to as neat a close as you
can and then fade it all to black swiftly so you can get
started on the next scene, which again may be anywhere,
anytime you want.

Example
In a Zany scene, Karl was charged by Mungo and
reacted by shooting Mungo. George asks Mel if he
wants to end the scene by giving him the
Thunderbones. Mel says yes and passes the
ThunderBones to George. Now it’s George’s job to
end the scene with a Zany tone. He does it like this,
“The skinny ganger says ‘Aw Heck. We was just
messing with ya. I’ll tell ya what. We scared ya good
and, uh, you shot Mungo. So let’s call it even, huh?
You guys maybe wanna stick around and play hide
and seek?’ And so for the next hour, you play hide
and seek with the gangers.” George now rolls the
dice to see if the next scene will be Zany or Grim.

Example
In a Grim scene, Karl was about to get shot by a
cannibalistic ganger and reacted by kicking a table
at him and delivering a snappy one liner. George
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asks Mel if he wants to end the scene by giving him
the Thunderbones. Mel says yes and passes the
ThunderBones to George. Now it’s George’s job to
end the scene with a Grim tone. George says, “The
ganger who had the table kicked into him has
recovered and points the gun at Tina. The ganger
fires a shot but misses, hitting a window and
shattering it! Jumping through the window and
covering yourselves in broken glass, your make a
run for your car!” George now rolls the dice to see
if the next scene will be Zany or Grim.

F
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The End Game

W
“The world ended five years ago. Your world is about
to end right now.”
- Diver Holyfield

O

nce two Lessons have been learned, the game may
come to a close. Play enters an end game phase
in which Lessons are Reincorporated and players
begin completing their Survivor’s stories by bringing them
to a climax. The ThunderBones stay with the Survivors
that have not yet reached a climax until two Survivors have
done so, and then the game ends with hopeful Epilogues.

Two Lessons Learned
The two Lessons needed for entering End Game can be
earned by any Survivor. Once learned, all lessons are group
property, they may be Reincorporated by any Survivor, not
just the one that initially learned it. If more than two
Lessons are learned, once two are Reincorporated the rest
are left unresolved. They are not the events that become
the main focus of the story, but remain simply moments
of insight or clarity that the Survivors once experienced.
Chapter 7 The End Game
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What About No
Lessons Learned?
If you play the game for a long time, but no one learns any
Lessons, you may end when the players agree that the game
is over. However, then there is no hope for the Survivors.
Their players describe Epilogues for them, but they show
how the characters succumbed to the terrors of the world
and come to unhappy ends.
Once at least one character has learned a lesson, you must
play on through until at least two Lessons have been learned,
and two have been Reincorporated. The game is generally
short (1 1/2 to 2 hours), so this should be feasible for
most folks. If after that time no one has learned any Lessons,
then choosing the downbeat, hopeless ending may be the
pragmatic choice.

Bringing the
Story to a Close
Once two Lessons have been learned, the Game Blaster
should aim the scenes toward trying to wrap things up. If
possible, nudge the story into a good ending point. This
may take the form of a climactic battle that all the characters
are involved in, or finding the quiet place to stay that they’ve
been searching for. It may also be an ending that lacks
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resolution for the characters—they remain in an endless
quest for freedom and security—but the themes of the
story told about them in this game come to a close. At this
time, be judicious about introducing new characters or
events. Allow the characters to chew on things they have
already experienced, bringing closure to the issues and
conflicts of the game. Let the story settle in its awesomely
terrifying fullness, or perhaps explode into its own special
wackytown.

Reincorporating
lessons
Once two Lessons have been Learned, Lessons can be
Reincorporated by the players and removed from play.
To Reincorporate a Lesson you need to have just rolled
either Grim or Zany on the Thunderbones and have not
rolled a Lesson. Then, in your reaction to the Fire,
incorporate one of the Lessons on the table. Yank it off
the table and pass the ThunderBones to the Game Blaster.
From here on out, you can no longer be given the
ThunderBones.
If you tied or rolled a Lesson, you cannot Reincorporate
a Lesson this time around.
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Your Survivor needed prove that a Lesson was learned. The
actions need only comment on the lesson, and may even
prove it wrong. Let the roll of the ThunderBones and the
tone chosen determine what the Reincorporation holds.

After a Climax
Once a Lesson is Reincorporated, the Lesson is removed
from play. Play continues as before, except that the other
players cannot give this player the ThunderBones. The
Survivor can still appear and interact with the other
Survivors. The Survivor is not removed from play. However,
the Survivor’s actions will not be pivotal in the story and
the tone of their actions must match the Overall Tone of
the scenes, rather than rolling the Thunderbones again.

The Second
Reincorporation
Once the second Lesson is Reincorporated, the game comes
to a close. No other Lessons will be Reincorporated and
no other Survivors will have a climax. The story is ending
with epilogues for each of the Survivors.
As soon as the second lesson is Reincorporated, the player that
did the Reincorporation hands the ThunderBones to the Game
Blaster immediately. The Game Blaster then finishes the scene.
This is the last scene of the game, which is followed by Epilogues.
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Epilogues
At the end of the game, each player may take a turn to
describe what happens to their Surivor. If the game is
ending after there have been two Reincorporations, the
players may choose to describe how their character finds
some hope for the future. The brighter side of their efforts
prevails, in some fashion, whether large or small.
However, if the game ends with no Lessons, the epilogues
for the characters may not involve any hope. They are
instead the tale of how the characters were lost or destroyed
by the harsh world around them. There is no hope in this
world. None.

F
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O
How does the world end?
How long has it been?
How many people are left?
How much architecture and
infrastructure remains?
What is everyone fighting over?
What hope exists?
How is the hope perverted?

F

Your Survivor
JU 9

Who are you?
How do you survive? What are you bad at? If you were alive before
the apocalypse, who were you? Do you still carry any items from
those before-times? Do you know what caused the apocalypse?
Do you care? What do you hope for?
You don’t need to write the above answers down. Just share them
with everyone and keep them in mind while you play.
Write down the following:

What is your name?
Example Grim Reaction
Example Zany Reaction

F

FLOW CHARt
a

For instructions, refer to Chapter 6:
The Anatomy of a Scene. And remember,
anyone may freeform roleplay at any time
as long as it matches the tone of the scene.

Game Blaster
Roll the ThunderBones to set the tone.
Give players Fire and Fuel.
Pass the ThunderBones to a player.

16
Tie

Zany

Player
Roll the ThunderBones to
determine how to react.

e

A

JU 9

Grim

Player

Player

Describe a Grim reaction.

Describe a Zany reaction.

YYY

Yes

Player

O
Game Blaster

A

Player
No reaction. Tone of scene changes.

Player

No

Describe the lesson and write it down
where everyone can see it.

|

CF

Was a lesson rolled?

A

Pass the ThunderBones to another player.

H

Yes

Player
Pass the ThunderBones to
the Game Blaster?

No

H
Game Blaster
Give players more Fire and Fuel.


Game Blaster
End the scene.
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Things You’ll Need to Play:
Two six-side dice of different colors;
Two to four friends;

Things You Won’t Need:

Another hero;
To know the
way home.

A schizophrenic
game of shifting
tones and harsh
lessons in the
apocalyptic
future ruled by
Grim Violence
or Zany Action,
and either may
strike at any
moment.
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